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ICT Dataview
ICT Dataview is a data visualisation program designed to work with csv files from ICT
International instruments.

ICT Dataview Login Screen.

The Dataview Screen

The initial screen of Dataview displays a list of instruments and views on the left and
an empty plot area. If you have previously downloaded data files from ICT
instruments, they may appear in the list on the left.
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The list of instruments can be filtered with
the three buttons at the top of the
instruments list: Online, Local and Manual.
Online refers to data files downloaded from
the ICT International cloud service, Local
refers to data files downloaded via USB or
MCC1, and Manual refers to data files
dragged into the Dataview window or
imported using the Open option.
Click a button to toggle filtering – if the
button is greyed out (as with Local in the
picture to the right) then no data files from that category will be displayed.
If you have connected an instrument to your computer and downloaded the data
file, it will appear in this list as a local file.
Manual data files can also be added to the Local list, simply right click the manual
data file and select ‘Import to repository’.
Manual data files will not be loaded automatically when Dataview starts and will not
appear in the list unless re-added. Local files appear in the list until removed.
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Online Data
To access cloud data, click ‘Login’ and enter the login details provided to you by
ICT International. An example account is available:
Username: ictcommunity
Password: ictcommunity
After logging in, a list of online instruments is shown:
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Dataview Functions
Click any instrument on the list to load data. By default, a graph of the last 7 days of
data is displayed. The list of instruments will be hidden after the data is loaded; to
display it again, click the data button in the top left corner.

Clicking ‘Select Channels’ opens a menu on the right, in which you can select
logger channels and set which plot you want them to be displayed on.
By default, all channels are selected and graphed to plot one. If the background
colour of a channel is blue it is selected, greyed out channels are not selected and
will not be shown on the plot.

Export saves a csv version of the data to the location of your choice.
Save Plot saves an image of the currently displayed plot – available image formats
are: .png, .jpg, .bmp, .svg, and .pdf.
Display Mode is covered in the next chapter - SFM Specific Functions.

Overlay
This displays the current period overlaying the previous period, ideal for comparing
data.
The ‘Secondary Period’ check box allows you to change the time period you are
comparing the current time period to by using the ‘< Previous Period’ and ‘Next
Period >’ buttons. Unselecting this check box results in the ‘< Previous Period’ and
‘Next Period >’ acting as normal – changing the week displayed, and comparing it
to the previous week.
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Chart Modifiers

– Toggles display of values at mouse cursor.
– Add a marker to the plot (double click the location)
– Clean up dataset – removes multiple readings that take place at the same
time. Not recommended for multi-instrument views. If any data appears to be
missing, disable this.
– Trim data – toggle this on, click and drag to select an area of the graph.
Data from the selected channels will be removed during the selected time period.
Click the arrow –> Edit, select the time period and Delete to restore trimmed data.
- Display Data – displays formatted data from the instrument data file.
- Hide Data – Hides the formatted data table.

Formatted data displayed (table, top) and the Hide Data button (right).
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Customising Graphs
The line colour, thickness, style, and graph fill can be changed by double-clicking on
the parameter.

Plot Styles:
Line:

Line Colour is red, Shading is grey, Line Style is solid line and Thickness is 1. Available
thicknesses range from 1 to 5. Other line styles are Dash Line, Dot Line, Dash Dot line,
and Dash Dot Dot line.
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Impulse:

Impulse graph: Line Colour is red, Line Style is solid line, Point Style is none, Thickness is
1. The same line styles that are available for Line-style plots are also available for
Impulse plots. In addition, data points can be marked with Point Style. A variety of
markers are available.
Scatter:

Scatter graph: Line Colour is red, Point Style is cross. As with Impulse, a range of Point
Styles are available.
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Line with Points:

Line graph with Points: All of the above customisation options are available for this
style of plot.

Other options in Customise Plot:
Filtering:
This allows you to set maximum and/or minimum values to display. Any data that falls
outside this range will not be shown on the plot.
Cumulative:
Applying cumulative shows daily total values instead of values based on logging
interval
Name:
Changes the display name for the selected channel. Click the reset button to reset it
to the default channel name.
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SFM Specific Functions
Display Mode allows you to change from standard instrument view to SFM Water
Usage View:

The SFM Water Usage View Configuration screen (wrench icon in the top right
corner) has 4 sections: Instruments, Area Usage Calculation Options, Display Options
and Graph Colour Options.
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Instruments is used to select the SFM(s) you wish to graph, simply drag the SFM from
the list of available SFMs to the display list (or double click) and click Apply.

The ‘+’ button is used to add a group, to which you can add several instruments for
easier organization. The ‘x’ button is used to remove the selected item from the
display list.

Area Usage Calculation Options can be used to estimate water used by a
number of trees/stems in a set area. Available units of area are hectares, square
kilometres, acres, and square miles.
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Display Options

Show as stacked chart splits the sap flow chart into Inner, Outer and Remainder.
Show hourly data toggles display of the left-hand Hourly Water Usage graph.
Show accumulated flow line toggles display of the Cumulative Water Usage line on
the Hourly Water Usage graph.
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Example of Stacked Chart enabled: Dark green is the outer measurement point; brown is
inner and light green is the remainder.

Show daily raw data plot adds another graph of Raw Heat Pulse Velocity:
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Show raw data plot for the entire period adds another graph of Raw Heat Pulse
Velocity for the entire selected period:

Note: The Vs/Flow button can be used to toggle this plot between Sap Velocity and
Water Usage.
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Graph Colour Options is used to change the display of the graph, including
colours and line thickness.
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SFM Water Usage Graph.

The graph on the left is Hourly Water Usage, measured in Litres (The blue, filled
graph). The line graph is cumulative water usage.
The graph on the right is Daily Water Usage (each cumulative value for the selected
period of time).
Clicking the column for a day in the Daily Water Usage graph displays Hourly Water
Usage for that day on the left.
To reset the graphs, click the button between Previous Period and Next Period in the
top right, or right click on the Daily Water Usage graph.
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Edit: Clicking the Edit button opens the Parameter editor. This allows you to enter
values in order to calculate total sapflow – Stem Diameter, Bark Thickness, Sapwood
Depth, Needle Outer and Inner offset, Remainder Calculation, and Probe Spacer.
These values can be measured using the SFM-IK2.

Stem Diameter: Diameter of the plant stem at the site of installation.
Bark Thickness: Amount of bark remaining between the needle head and the
sapwood.
Sapwood Depth: The thickness of the sapwood between bark and heartwood.
Probe Spacer: Probe spacers are typically used with small stems to position the
measurement point in the sapwood. This value is the length of the spacer, if used.
Outer Offset: Used to correct sapflow values for the outer measurement point based
on a known offset.
Inner Offset: Used to correct sapflow values for the inner measurement point based
on a known offset.
Remainder Calculation: Estimated sapflow for sapwood area beyond the inner
measurement point, this can either be a linear decrease or the same as the sapflow
at the inner measurement point.

Parameter Editor: Example values for an Acacia.
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Advanced Options Sapwood Area:
Calculated: Automatically generates Outer, Inner and Remainder Area values
based on stem diameter, bark thickness and sapwood percentage. Override allows
you to manually enter values.
Outer Area: Area of sapwood at the outer measurement point.
Inner Area: Area of sapwood at the inner measurement point.
Remainder Area: Area of sapwood outside the measurement range of the SFM,
used to estimate total sap flow.

Sap Velocity Correction:
Thermal Diffusivity: Calculated value of diffusion of heat through sapwood. The
value will be between 0.001 (pure water) and 0.004 (dry wood). The default nominal
value is 0.0025 cm2 s-1.
Wound Diameter: The diameter of the wound area of sapwood, which is typically a
darker area of non-conducting tissue around the heater needle. Measurement of
this parameter requires destructive sampling, unless typical values for the species are
already known. Contact ICT International for more information.
Sapwood Fresh Weight: The weight of a sample or core of green wood from the tree.
Sapwood Dry Weight: The weight of the dried sample or core from the tree. After
measuring fresh weight and volume, place the sample in an oven at 80°C for 48
hours. Weigh the sample and record weight. Weigh the sample again in 48 hours,
and repeat until there is no change in weight.
Sapwood Fresh Volume: The volume of the fresh sample - calculated using the
formula for the volume of a cylinder if the sample was obtained using a
conventional coring tool. If the sample is an irregular shape, use Archimedes’
principle of displacement. This should be measured after preparing the sample and
measuring the fresh weight.
Wound Correction: This calculated value is based on the Wound Diameter. Used to
obtain Corrected Sap Flow for accurate results by correcting for the wound
response of the tree.
Vs Factor: This calculated value is based on all entered values. Vs Factor is a
multiplier used to convert corrected Heat Pulse Velocity (Vc) to Corrected Sap
Velocity (Vs) as outlined by the relationship developed by Marshall, 1958.
The range spans 0.5 to 1.5.
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Signal Conditioning:
Out of bounds data removal: Enter a maximum and/or minimum value to skip all
data that falls outside that range.
Smoothing:
Averages across data points based on smoothing amount. A smoothing amount of 2
averages the two most recent data points, 5 averages the past five data points.
On an SFM logging every 10 minutes and a smoothing amount of 3, the battery
voltage at 9:30am is actually the average of battery voltage at 9:30am, 9:20am,
and 9:10am.

Note: If you need to access the Parameter Editor when no data is available, open
Config and double click the instrument you wish to edit in the Instruments section.
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Psychrometer Data Overlay
Psychrometer data can be overlaid on the Sap Velocity/Water Usage graph

To do so, you require Psychrometer data from the same period as the Sap Flow Data, then open
Parameter Editor, tick Water Potential Overlay and select the Psychrometer.
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Sap Flow Data Averaging
To average Sap Flow Data across several SFMs, simply add them all to a group:

To create a group, click the plus button (+). You can double click a group to rename it.

Data averaged over 4 SFM1 Sap Flow Meters
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Dataview: Advanced Commands
The following commands can be entered into the search bar of the channels menu.
:0
:1
unc out :1
d spee :2
!Wind !Speed :2

- (Space Colon Zero) deselect all channels.
- Graph all channels on plot 1.
- Graph Uncorrected Out on plot 1.
- Graph Wind Speed on plot 2.
- Graph Wind Speed on plot 2, searching by exact match.

Notes about the search functionality: By default, search matches character strings
separated by spaces, in no particular order. For example, “pressure air” will find Air
Pressure. You do not have to search for the start of a word, if any channel name
contains what you enter at any point it will be found. For example, “tag” will find
Battery Voltage and Supply Voltage.
If you enter an exclamation mark before the string for which you are searching, it will
only match exactly that string. For example “!win” will return no results, but “!wind”
will return Wind Speed and Wind Direction.
! searches do not require exact capitalisation.
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Troubleshooting
1. After altering values in the SFM Display Mode Parameter Editor ‘There is no
data available for the selected period’ and now the edit button is
inaccessible:
Click Edit Configuration (Blue wrench icon) and double click the instrument to
open Parameter Editor, undo your last change (Likely Out of bounds data
removal).
2. No data is displayed for an instrument, or the data is out of date, but the
instrument is working fine!
You may need to delete the content of:
C:\Users\Your User Name\AppData\Local\ICT\DataView
This will force a re-download of instrument data files from online accounts,
however it will also delete any view settings.
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